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Closed-Loop Pose Control and Automated Suturing
of Continuum Surgical Manipulators With

Customized Wrist Markers Under Stereo Vision
Baibo Wu, Longfei Wang, Xu Liu, Linhui Wang, and Kai Xu , Member, IEEE

Abstract—The use of continuum manipulators in surgical ap-
plications can be beneficial because of their inherent safety from
their structural compliance. However, the tip pose (position and
orientation) accuracy of a continuum manipulator can be low
when an external load or disturbance is applied. Closed-loop pose
control is preferred to improve the pose accuracy. Considering
the requirements stemmed from sterilization and medical device
electromagnetic compatibility, the approach of fully utilizing the
vision feedback from a stereo endoscopic camera for such a closed-
loop pose controller is adopted. Wrist markers are attached to
the end-effectors of the surgical continuum manipulators for pose
information detection. And these wrist markers are designed in a
well-considered way to generate enough variants. The closed-loop
pose controller is then designed based on a stereo vision tracking
algorithm that detects the position and orientation of the wrist
marker. A switching feature is also incorporated into the controller
to handle the situation when the closed-loop control is disrupted
due to the visual occlusion or the operation transition in dual-arm
manipulation. Experimental verification showed that the average
errors of the pose feedback are 0.65 mm for the position and 1.05°
for the orientation. The experiments of trajectory following under
a 120-gram external load and automated dual-arm suturing were
also conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed controller.

Index Terms—Medical robots and systems, surgical robotics:
laparoscopy, motion control.

I. INTRODUCTION

B ENEFITING from design compactness, proximal actua-
tion scheme, structural compliance and distal dexterity,

continuum manipulators gradually gain attentions in surgical
applications such as the SPL (Single Port Laparoscopy) and
the NOTES (Natural Orifice Transluminal Endoscopic Surgery)
[1], [2]. Different from the articulated rigid-linked manipula-
tors, a continuum manipulator usually consists of two or more
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segments and its motion is mainly realized by the segments’
bending. The kinematics modeling is mostly based on one of the
following approaches: i) constant curvature bending assumption
[3], ii) piecewise constant curvature approximation [4], iii)
Cosserat rod theory [5], [6]. The first approach is widely used
due to its simple formulation and the computational efficiency.
However, the tip pose accuracy of a continuum manipulator can
be still low, when the manipulator is under a non-negligible ex-
ternal load. In order to improve the motion accuracy, closed-loop
control of such a continuum manipulator is highly desired.

Many sensor-based shape reconstruction methods for possible
tip pose feedback have been investigated [7]. Using thin FBG
(Fiber Bragg Grating) sensors is quite straightforward and accu-
rate [8], [9]. But the FBG sensors and its modulator increase the
system cost and the tool fabrication challenge quite considerably.
Integrating EM (Electromagnetic) sensors into the continuum
manipulators is also possible [10]. However, EM sensors are
sensitive to electromagnetic interference, which narrows their
uses in surgical applications particularly when high-frequency
electrical surgical tools are present. Using the captured images
to recover the shape or the tip pose of a continuum manipulator
can follow a marker-based approach [11], [12] or a marker-less
approach [13], [14]. The image-based approach is considered
efficient in terms of the fact that a stereo endoscopic camera is
often readily available in a laparoscopic or endoscopic surgical
system. Moreover, the integration of the FBG or EM sensors
requires additional instrumentation.

This paper hence proposes a closed-loop controller for the
tip pose control of continuum surgical manipulators based on
specially designed wrist markers and the vision feedback from
a stereo endoscopic camera, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Extended from our preliminary proof-of-concept work in
[15], substantially more work is included in this paper, forming
the paper’s main contributions: i) new wrist markers, containing
6-DoF (Degree of Freedom) pose information, are re-designed
in a systematic way to generate enough variants for the identifi-
cation of different surgical tools; ii) the stereo vision algorithm
for pose estimation is modified to obtain the marker’s position
and orientation, while only the tip position was extracted in
[15]; iii) the closed-loop controller is modified to realize 6-DoF
control with a switching feature to handle the scenarios where
the closed-loop control is disrupted due to the visual occlusion
or the operation transition in dual-arm manipulation. An auto-
mated dual-arm grape suturing experiment together with other
experiments was carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the wrist markers designs and the markers’ tracking
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Fig. 1. The proposed closed-loop pose control of surgical continuum manipu-
lators: (a) the manipulator’s structure, (b) the setup with three different markers
attached to the distal tips of three continuum manipulators, (c) the endoscopic
view with the detected marker pose.

algorithm is proposed in Section III. The kinematics and the
closed-loop pose controller of the continuum manipulator are
presented in Section IV. The experimental verifications are
reported in Section V with the conclusions summarized in
Section VI.

II. DESIGN OF THE WRIST MARKERS

Surgical tool tracking can follow a marker-based approach or
a marker-less one (e.g., using color or geometry features [14]).
From a surgical robot developer’s point of view, it is preferred to
use markers due to the superior feedback accuracy and detection
efficiency this approach provides for closed-loop control.

Since the wrist markers shall be wrapped around the wrist’s
cylindrical surface and the endoscopic camera will never see
the entirety of the wrist marker, the marker designs and the
recognition algorithms for the ARTag [16] or the ArUco [17]
cannot be directly used. Designs of cylindrical markers were
investigated in a few existing studies. But the one in [11] only
covers half of the cylindrical wrist surface, while the one in
[12] has an excessive length of 80 mm. Wrist markers should be
carefully designed in a systematic way.

Inspired by the preliminary design that allows real-time
marker tracking in [15], the wrist markers are re-designed here
for 6-DoF wrist pose and type information. The proposed marker
designs are detailed as follows.

A. The Simple Pattern Elements

Firstly, the 26 pattern elements are proposed as shown in
Fig. 2. Arbitrary four pattern elements compose a pattern unit.
Each wrist marker is constructed by several pattern units.

B. The Cycled Patterns and Distinctive Patterns

The wrist marker contains repeated pattern units (named
cycled patterns). The cycled patterns have easily identifiable
marker corners that are shown as green dots in Fig. 3. The marker
corners are to determine the position and pointing direction of
the wrist marker.

Fig. 2. The 26 pattern elements.

Fig. 3. The proposed structure of a wrist marker.

While forming the pattern units, two criteria were used: i)
there should be at least 4 edge lines around the center of a pattern
unit; ii) the correlation coefficients between two arbitrary pattern
units shall be less than 0.3 to ensure the differentiability of
different pattern units. The threshold of 0.3 is chosen empirically,
considering a balance between the number of available patterns
and the level of distinction of these pattern units.

Because the absolute rolling DoF about the axis of the wrist
marker is absent when only the cycled patterns are used, ad-
ditional information needs to be provided. One way to do so
is to replace the cycled patterns with continuously distributed
and different pattern units. Another way is to add an extra row
of a group of separately distributed and different pattern units
(named distinctive patterns). For the convenience of the follow-
ing discussion, the former way is named single-row structure
while the latter is named two-row structure.

As detailed in Section III.A, before a pattern unit can be
identified, a lot of corner candidates will be detected in the ROI
(Region of Interest). And the template matching approach is
applied to check whether a corner candidate is a marker corner
of a pattern unit. When the number of possible pattern templates
to be compared is large, the image processing time can hardly
be shortened.

For the two-row structure, when three surgical manipulators
are deployed, three cycled patterns will be known and only six
possible pattern units can be seen from the endoscopic view,
since each cycled pattern contain two different pattern units (ac-
bc-cc-dc and bc-ac-dc-cc) as illustrated in Fig. 3. Then a corner
candidate only needs to be compared to six pattern templates
to determine whether it is one marker corner of a specific wrist
marker. Since the marker geometry and the marker design is
known, highly accurate ROIs will be examined for the detection
of the deployed distinctive patterns to determine the rolling angle
and the specific wrist type.

For the single-row structure, when three surgical manipulators
are used, they will contain 3·npu pattern units in their wrist
markers, where npu is the number of pattern units in one wrist
marker. Then, 6·npu possible templates should be compared for
each corner candidate. This would increase the image processing
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Fig. 4. The pinhole camera model for determing nmc.

Fig. 5. Designs of the wrist markers: (a) the printed planar pattern; (b) three
designs examples that are also shown in Fig. 1.

time substantially. What’s more, the single-row structure can
generate fewer wrist markers than the two-row structure, which
will be discussed later.

Considering the multiple manipulator requirements and com-
putational efficiency, the two-row structure is adopted.

C. The Generation of Wrist Markers

Using arbitrary combinations of four out of the 26 pattern
elements, 166 pattern units are generated for the distinctive
patterns, while 69 pattern units are generated for the cycled
patterns. The reason that fewer pattern units can be used for
the cycled patterns is as follows. In the cycled patterns, the two
pattern units, ac-bc-cc-dc and bc-ac-dc-cc in Fig. 3, should still
comply with the aforementioned two criteria, even though they
are generated from the same pattern elements.

The working distance ldepth of the stereo endoscopic camera
in Fig. 1 ranges from 30 mm to 120 mm. The camera has a
resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixel and an average focal length
fcam of 1150 pixels after calibration. When nmc marker corners
exist in the wrist marker’s cycled patterns, the surface distance
between two adjacent marker corners is 2π·rwm / nmc, where
rwm = 4 mm is the marker’s radius. It is desired that even
when the wrist marker is at the furthest position, the image
distance between two adjacent marker corners is still larger than
10 pixels, in order to ensure corner detection quality. Referring
to the pinhole camera model as in Fig. 4, nmc should be smaller
than 2π·rwm / ldepth ·fcam / 10 = 24.07. nmc is then set to 24.

In order to facilitate the process of detecting the distinctive
patterns as detailed in Section III.B, six distinctive pattern units
are evenly arranged right above the corresponding marker cor-
ners of the cycled patterns. Theoretically, using three or four
pattern units for the distinctive patterns is also possible. The
choice of using six is to reduce the chance of marker detection
failure due to the visual occlusion.

Then, one wrist marker can be designed, by picking one
pattern unit from the generated 69 ones for the cycled patterns
and picking six different pattern units from the 166 ones for the
distinctive patterns. Three examples are shown in Fig. 5 and
total 1862 = 69 × floor(166/6) wrist markers can be designed

theoretically, which is far more than the required types of the
surgical end-effectors (e.g., the da Vinci Xi system lists 47 types
of surgical tools in its catalog).

If the single-row structure is adopted, 12 pattern units should
be picked from the generated 69 cycled patterns in order to
unequivocally define the orientation and the type of the ma-
nipulator. Less than 6 wrist markers can be designed.

III. STEREO VISION TRACKING ALGORITHM

The stereo vision tracking algorithm consists of three steps as
explained in the following three sub-sections.

A. Detection of the Marker Corners

The marker corners of the cycled patterns should be detected
first. The marker corner detection algorithm is realized via a
ray-searching strategy, combining the corner likelihood method
[18] and the template matching approach. The detailed algorithm
is described as follows.

1) Image preprocessing: Firstly, a quadrate ROI is cropped
and converted into grayscale. The ROI is centered at an
averaged central location of all marker corners from the
last image. Then all marker corners are to be identified
within this ROI from the current image. The ROI’s side-
length is set to ten times of the average distance between
the adjacent marker corners from last image. The ROI is
set big enough to cover all the marker corners, assuming
that there is no significant lag in the image feed and no
abrupt movements of the manipulators.
For the first image, the ROI is the full image itself. When
the marker tracking fails for one frame, the ROI is ex-
panded with a ratio that is empirically set at 1.05. The ROI
can also be predicted using the kinematics of the surgical
manipulator.

2) Find the first marker corner: The first marker corner is
detected as follows.
Firstly, the Corner Likelihood (CL) for each pixel in the
ROI is calculated as follows in (1), referring to [18]. The
values are stored to speed up later steps.

CL = max(cxy, c45)

cxy = ε2 · |Ixy| − 1.5 · ε · (|I45|+ |In45|)
c45 = ε2 · |I45_45| − 1.5 · ε · (|Ix|+ |Iy|) (1)

where ε is set to 2 as in [18]; Ix, I45, Iy, In45 are the first
derivatives in the 0, π/4, π/2, -π/4 directions, respectively; Ixy
and I45˙45 are the second derivatives in the 0, π/2 and π/4, -π/4
directions, respectively.

The ROI is divided into 9 × 9-pixel grids. And the Non-
Maximum Suppression method is applied to each grid to obtain
a corner candidate with the maximal CL value. The corner
candidate needs to have a CL value larger than 0.06.

And the edge direction Iangle and its weight Iweight for each
corner candidate are calculated as follows.

Iangle = arctan (Iy/Ix) , Iweight =
√
Ix

2 + Iy
2 (2)

With the Iangle and Iweight, the edge directions for a candidate
corner are estimated using the mean shift method [18] within a
9 × 9-pixel neighborhood round each corner candidate.
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Fig. 6. The ray-searching strategy to detect marker corners.

The template matching approach is applied to check whether
a corner candidate is a marker corner. The templates are the
specific pattern units in the cycled patterns. Then, the corner
candidates are traversed in the order of the CL values until a
first marker corner is identified.

3) Find the other marker corners via a ray-searching strategy
A ray-searching strategy, as shown in Fig. 6, is adopted for

detecting other marker corners. First, the second marker corner
is searched using the searching direction vs, searching length
and the first marker corner. For the first image, the searching
direction vs is determined by the edge direction from (2); for
the rest of the images, the searching direction is determined by
the detected marker corners’ distribution in the last image. The
CL value is used to locate the second corner candidate at the
location with the maximal CL value in a quadrate searching
window. Finally, the template matching approach is applied
again to check whether the second corner candidate is a marker
corner.

Unlike the previous study [15] where a constant searching
window was used, the searched window is doubled every step
to reach a balance between search speed and the coverage of
possible marker corner locations. After all, the marker corners
are distributed on an elliptic path in the image. After the first two
marker corners are detected, other marker corners are searched
in a similar manner in the two opposite directions.

The marker corner search process stops as no marker corners
are detected in a 40-pixel searching length. Because when a wrist
marker is at a distance of 30 mm from the endoscopic camera,
approximately 40 pixels will be between two adjacent marker
corners. Finally, the detected marker corners are recorded for
use of the next image.

B. Monocular Estimation of the Marker Pose

According to the detected marker corners and the known
geometry of the wrist marker, the marker pose with respect to
each lens of the stereo endoscopic camera is then calculated,
with the coordinates for the wrist marker and the camera lens
defined as follows.
� Wrist Marker Coordinate System {wm} = [ x̂wm ŷwm

ẑwm]T , as shown in Fig. 7(b), has its origin coincide with
the center of the cycled patterns. The X-axis passes through
the specific marker corner that is aligned with the ‘A’
pattern unit. The Z-axis is parallel to the wrist marker’s
axis, pointing towards the distinctive patterns.

� Intermediate Wrist Marker Coordinate System {wm0} =
[ x̂wm0 ŷwm0 ẑwm0 ]T in Fig. 7(a) is rotated from {wm}
by a right-handed rotation such that the X-axis points to
the leftmost detected marker corner (or the topmost one
when the marker corners are vertically aligned).

Fig. 7. Monocular estimation of the marker pose: (a) the intermediate wrist
marker coordinate {wm0}; (b) the wrist marker coordinate {wm}.

� Lens Coordinate System {lens} = [ x̂lens ŷlens ẑlens ]T

has its origin coincide with the lens’s center. The XY
plane is perpendicular to its optical axis. lensRwm0 and
lenspwm0 are the orientation and position of {wm0} in
{lens}, respectively.

As explained in Section II, the intermediate marker pose is first
estimated. The spatial coordinateswm0pi of the ith marker corner
is [rwmcos(i·β) rwmsin(i·β) 0]T, whereβ=π/12 is division angle
of the marker corners. The intermediate marker pose (lensRwm0

and lenspwm0) is estimated using the IPPE (Infinitesimal Plane-
Based Pose Estimation) method [19].

Based on the estimated intermediate marker pose, a series
of possible distinctive pattern regions are re-projected back
to the image, according to the known geometry of the wrist
marker and the calibrated camera parameters. This approach is
more efficient than defining an orthogonal searching direction
for these distinctive pattern units. Once one pattern unit from
the distinctive patterns is recognized via the template matching
method, the pointing direction of the X-axis of {wm} will be
immediately obtained, since the marker geometry is known.
Namely, the marker pose (lensRwm and lenspwm) is obtained.
In the aforementioned process, the sub-pixel localization [18]
was applied to all the marker corners.

C. Optimization for the Marker Pose Under Stereo Vision

The marker pose (lensRwm and lenspwm) estimation process
can be applied to both the left and the right lens to obtain
llRwm and llpwm as well as rlRwm and rlpwm, where {ll} and
{rl} are defined referring to {lens}. {ll} is related to {rl} via a
homogeneous transformation matrix rlTll. rlTll can be obtained
via a stereo rectification process. In the closed-loop control as
detailed in Section IV, the marker pose is expressed in {ll}.

The marker pose (llRwm and llpwm) shall be refined via an
optimization that minimizes the overall re-projection error of all
the detected marker corners and pattern centers, as in (3).

min
llRwm,llpwm⎛
⎜⎜⎝

nleft∑
i=1

∥∥leftmi−leftP
(
leftk, llpwm+llRwm

wmpni

)∥∥+
nright∑
j=1

∥∥rightmj−rightP
(
rightk, rlpwm+rlRwm

wmpnj

)∥∥

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

(3)

where nleft, nright are the number of the detected marker corners
and pattern centers from the left and the right images, respec-
tively; leftmi and rightmj are the image coordinates of the ith point
in the left image and the jth point in the right image, respectively;
leftP(·) and rightP(·) are the re-projection function for the left
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Fig. 8. Nomenclature and coordinates for: (a) the tth continuum segment and
(b) the continuum surgical manipulator that is used here from [20].

and right lens, respectively; leftk and rightk include the intrinsic
and the distortion parameters of the left lens and the right lens,
respectively; wmpni

and wmpnj
are the 3D coordinates of the

nith and njth points, respectively.
The Eq. (3) is solved using the Ceres Solver (an open-source

C++ library from the Google Inc.). The marker pose (llRwm

and llpwm) is finally obtained for the closed-loop control when
the optimization in (3) converges.

IV. KINEMATICS AND CLOSED-LOOP POSE CONTROLLER FOR

THE CONTINUUM SURGICAL MANIPULATOR

In this study, the continuum surgical manipulator is from a
previous study in [20], as shown in Fig. 8. The 6-DoF continuum
manipulator is composed of two serially connected continuum
segments and a base stem.

The kinematics of the continuum manipulator is summarized
in Section IV.A, while the closed-loop pose controller is pre-
sented in Section IV.B.

A. Kinematics of the Continuum Manipulator

Referring to Fig. 8, the coordinates are detailed as follows
with the details available in [20].
� Trocar Coordinate System {tc} = [ x̂tc ŷtc ẑtc ]T is at-

tached to the trocar channel with ẑtc aligned with the base
stem.

� The Base Ring Coordinate System of the tth segment
{tb} = [ x̂tb ŷtb ẑtb ]T is attached to the base ring of the tth

segment, with the XY plane coinciding with the base ring
and the X axis passing through the first backbone.

� Bending Plane Coordinate System 1 of the tth segment
{t1} = [ x̂t1 ŷt1 ẑt1 ]T has its origin coincide with that of
{tb} and its XY plane coincides with the bending plane.

� Bending Plane Coordinate System 2 of the tth segment
{t2} = [ x̂t2 ŷt2 ẑt2 ]T has its origin located at the center

of the end ring of the tth segment and its XY plane aligned
with the bending plane of the tth segment.

� End Ring Coordinate System of the tth segment {te} =
[ x̂te ŷte ẑte ]T is attached to the end ring of the tth segment,
with the XY plane coinciding with the end ring and its
X-axis passing through the first backbone.

� Tip Coordinate System of the manipulator {tip} =
[ x̂tip ŷtip ẑtip ]T is attached to the surgical end effector.
It is translated from {2e} by ltip 2e along ẑ2e, where ltip 2e

is the distance between the origin of {2e} and the origin of
{tip}.

The tip pose can be calculated by the kinematics as follows.

tcRkine
tip = tcR1b

1bR1e
1eR2b

2bR2e
2eRtip

tcpkine
tip = tcT1b

1bT1e
1eT2b

2bT2e
2eptip (4)

Jacobian matrix J of the continuum manipulator is in (5).

ẋ = J · ψ̇ = J · [ ϕ̇ ḋ θ̇1 δ̇1 θ̇2 δ̇2
]T

(5)

where ψ = [ϕ d θ1 δ1 θ2 δ2]T is the configuration vector for the
continuum manipulator.

The inverse kinematics is applied with a singularity robust
implementation as in (6) to improve the numerical stability.

J+ =

{
JT

(
JJT + γI

)−1
, σmin < ξ

J−1, σmin ≥ ξ
(6)

where σmin is the smallest non-zero singular value; γ and ξ are
small positive values (10-4 and 10-3 respectively in this paper).

When a wrist marker is attached to the tip of the continuum
manipulator, the tip pose can also be expressed through the
marker pose (llRwm and llpwm).

tcRvision
tip = tcRll

llRwm
wmRtip

tcpvision
tip = tcRll

(
llRwm

wmptip +
llpwm

)
+ tcpll (7)

where wmRtip and wmptip are the orientation and position of {tip}
in {wm} and are known after the wrist marker installation. The
orientation tcRll and position tcpll of {ll} with respect to {tc} are
determined by the deployment of the stereo endoscopic camera.
This info will usually be known from the control subsystem of
the surgical robotic system.

The tcRkine
tip and tcpkine

tip from (4) and the tcRvision
tip

and tcpvision
tip from (7) are the orientation and position of

{tip} in {tc} obtained via the kinematics model and the stereo
vision tracking algorithm, respectively. These two formulations
for the tip pose are applicable to any of the deployed continuum
manipulators.

B. Closed-Loop Pose Controller

The closed-loop pose controller based on the stereo vision
tracking algorithm is proposed as in Fig. 9.

Referring to Fig. 9, the pose error during the kth control cycle
(position error εk p and orientation error εk R) is calculated by
the target tip pose (Rt, pt) and the current tip pose (Rk

c, pk
c).

The current tip pose will be acquired from the stereo vision
tracking algorithm or the pose prediction by the kinematics.

The εkp and the εkR are calculated as follows.

εkp = pt − pk
c ; ε

k
R = dθ

(
Rt,R

k
c

)
(8)
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Fig. 9. The proposed closed-loop pose controller.

where dθ(R1,R2) = rot−1
θ (R1 ·RT

2 ) · rot−1
r̂ (R1 ·RT

2 ) is the
angle error vector between the rotation matrix R1 and the rota-
tion matrix R2. rot−1

θ (R), rot−1
r̂ (R)are the rotation angle and

axis for a rotation matrix R, respectively.
The desired linear velocity vPD and angular velocity ωPD are

then calculated by a PD controller as follows:

vPD = Pv · εkp +Dv ·
(
εkp − εk−1

p

)
ωPD = Pω · εkR +Dω · (εkR − εk−1

R

)
(9)

Next, the inverse kinematics in (6) is used to calculate the
desired configuration velocity ψ̇ which is applied to actuate the
continuum manipulator.

The stereo vision tracking algorithm as detailed in Section III
will detect the tip pose (tcRvision

tip and tcpvision
tip) using (7).

Meanwhile, the tip pose is also predicted in (10) with the last
pose (Rk−1

c, pk−1
c) and the configuration velocity ψ̇ based on

the kinematics.[
Δp
rot−1

θ (ΔR) · rot−1
r̂ (ΔR)

]
= J ·

(
ψ̇ ·Δt

)

p̃k
c = pk−1

c +Δp; R̃k
c = ΔR ·Rk−1

c (10)

where Δt is the duration of a control cycle in the controller.
A switching mechanism based on a decision-making pro-

cess is incorporated to select which pose to be feedback. The
decision-making process includes two scenarios: 1) whether the
vision tracking algorithm for the specific manipulator is failed;
2) whether there is an operation transition (e.g., for a dual-arm
manipulation). So, the control mode can be switched between
the open-loop mode [20] (as the pose is not measured directly)
and the closed-loop mode.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A series of experimental characterizations were conducted to
illustrate the feasibility of the stereo vision tracking algorithm,
the accuracy of the pose feedback, as well as the effectiveness of
the closed-loop pose controller, even applied for an automated
dual-arm grape suturing task.

A. Implementation of the Stereo Vision Tracking Algorithm

The stereo vision tracking algorithm implemented in C++
runs on a laptop with an Intel i7-9750H 2.60GHz CPU. The left
and right images of the stereo endoscopic camera are captured
at a rate of 60 FPS (Frame Per Second).

Fig. 10. Tracking different numbers of wrist markers: (a) one wrist marker;
(b) three wrist markers; (c) fifteen wrist markers.

Fig. 11. Computing time of tracking different numbers of wrist markers.

Fig. 12. The experimental setup for the accuracy verification.

Three situations with different numbers of wrist markers were
tested as in Fig. 10. The left and right images are shown in
Fig. 10(a) while only the left images are shown in Fig. 10(b) and
(c). The red, green, and blue lines represent the X-axis, Y-axis,
and Z-axis of different {wm}, respectively.

In Fig. 10(c), fifteen wrist markers were tracked simultane-
ously. These fifteen markers are generated with five groups of
distinctive patterns (each group contains six different pattern
units) and three types of cycled patterns.

The average computing time spent on the steps in Sections III
and IV is in Fig. 11, with the blue bar as the total time.

B. Accuracy Verification of the Pose Feedback

The experimental setup for the accuracy verification of the
pose feedback was shown in Fig. 12. An NDI tracker (Polaris
Vega tracker, Northern Digital, Inc.) is used to obtain the position
and orientation of {tip} and {ll} with respect to {tc} through the
three NDI markers.
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Fig. 13. The experimental results: (a) the vision tracking errors; (b.1) and (b.2)
the trajectory-following curve under the 20-gram load and the 120-gram load
(the blue and green dots are the tip position mesured by the NDI tracker).

The continuum manipulator was commanded to move along
the edges of a cube of 20 mm by 40 mm and 40 mm within the
workspace, as shown in Fig. 13(b). In this trajectory, two target
orientations were applied with Rt = rotx(π/4) on the plane of xt
= 35 mm and Rt = I3×3 on the plane of xt = 15 mm. Both the
open-loop and the closed-loop controls were implemented under
a 20-gram load (the weight of a NDI marker) and a 120-gram
load, respectively. To suppress the vision tracking noises, the
dead-zone for the closed-loop controller was set with ε0 P =
0.35 mm and ε0R = 0.5°.

During the experiments, the target tip pose, the tip pose mea-
sured by the NDI tracker, and the tip pose detected by the stereo
vision tracking algorithm were recorded simultaneously. The
vision tracking errors (εvision P andεvision R) and the trajectory
following errors (εfollow P and εfollow R) were calculated as
the pose errors between the NDI tracker and the stereo vision
tracking algorithm, and the pose errors between the target and
the NDI tracker, respectively.

In Fig. 13(a), the vision tracking errors, which are from the
experiment of the closed-loop control under 20-gram load, are
plotted. The average vision tracking error was 0.65 mm with a
standard deviation of 0.34 mm for the position and 1.05° with a
standard deviation of 0.47 ° for the orientation.

To validate the switching mechanism in the proposed con-
troller, the experiment with 120-gram load was conducted again.
A hex key was used to occlude the wrist marker occasionally as
shown in Fig. 14(a).

The trajectory-following curves were plotted in Fig. 13(b) and
Fig. 14(b) with the trajectory-following errors listed in Table I.
The results showed that the tip pose error is greatly reduced after
using the proposed closed-loop pose controller.

C. Automated Dual-Arm Grape Suturing

An automated dual-arm grape suturing task was conducted.
Two wrist markers were attached to the tips of the two manipu-
lators to provide the corresponding tip pose feedback.

Fig. 14. The experiment for the validation of switching mechanism.

TABLE I
TRAJECTORY-FOLLOWING ERROR

Note: The OC and CC are the abbreviations for the open-loop control and the closed-loop
control, respectively; σ(·) is the standard deviation function.

Fig. 15. The experimental setup for the dual-arm grape suturing task.

First, the position and orientation of the stereo endoscopic
camera with respective to the trocar #1 and the trocar #2 were
obtained by the three NDI markers, as in Fig. 15. The trajectories
of the two manipulators were planned off-line with the following
actions: grip or release the tail and the tip of the circular needle,
position the needle’s tip to the insertion point, and penetrate the
grape and pull out the needle following a circular motion path.

Finally, the trajectories were commanded to move the two
manipulators automatically, as shown in Fig. 16(a) to (f). This
is an important step towards future autonomous suturing.

For the moment when the circular needle was gripped si-
multaneously by the two manipulators as shown in Fig. 16(c),
an operation transition strategy was employed to avoid the
excessive interactive force between the two manipulators. This
strategy was implemented with one manipulator maintained
in the closed-loop control mode while the other manipulator
switched to the open-loop control mode using the switching
mechanism in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 16. (a) to (f) Captured images in the automated grape suturing task.

In Fig. 16(c), the manipulator #1 was maintained in the closed-
loop control mode while the manipulator #2 was switched to
the open-loop control mode. Thus, the manipulator #2 would
follow the motion of the manipulator #1 passively due to its
intrinsic compliance. When the manipulator #2 released the
circular needle as shown in Fig. 16(d), the manipulator #2 was
switched back to the closed-loop control mode.

VI. CONCLUSION

A closed-loop pose controller based on the customized wrist
markers and the stereo vision from the endoscopic camera is
proposed in this paper to improve the tip pose accuracy of
the continuum surgical manipulators. Using this controller, an
automated dual-arm suturing task was carried out.

The wrist markers are designed in a well-considered way
to generate enough variants for the identification of different
surgical end-effectors, as well as maintain its computational
efficiency. The stereo vision tracking algorithm for the marker
pose is extended from [15] to extract full pose information
and distinguish the different wrist markers. A switching feature
is incorporated in the proposed closed-loop pose controller to
handle the scenarios of the visual occlusion and the operation
transition in the dual-arm manipulation.

A series of experiments were conducted. The stereo vision
tracking algorithm was proved to have the ability of simultane-
ously tracking multiple wrist markers. The accuracy of the pose
feedback was 0.65 mm for the position and 1.05° for the orien-
tation. In the closed-loop trajectory-following experiment under
a 120-gram external load, the pose errors were greatly reduced
(94.7% of the position errors and 80.5% of the orientation errors)
compared the open-loop control, demonstrating the efficacy of
the proposed approach.

Future works mainly concern two aspects. Firstly, the closed-
loop pose controller shall be integrated into the surgical robot
system with the consideration of the vision tool’s motion. Sec-
ondly, a hybrid force/position controller based on the tip pose
feedback can be investigated to regulate the interactive force
between the manipulators or with the tissues.
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